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The Dream and the Beginning

A few days before I moved to New Orleans, I had a Big Dream: I
was speeding into the city above the water on the I-10 causeway, and
Lake Pontchartrain was on fire. This wasn’t merely a product of my
imagination. The first time I really rolled into town, on a road trip a
few years prior with my pops, the lake actually was on fire. I assumed
the source was burning oil floating on top of the water. Maybe it was
related to the petrochemical refineries twinkling strangely in the
distance. I’ve seen it happen once or twice in the decade since, and I
still don’t know what the hell’s going on.
It was the most compelling first impression imaginable. Moreover,
New Orleans was the only place prohibited to me and my sisters
in childhood. My parents visited, took in the French Quarter, and
sensibly concluded it was no place for children. Whenever they
returned, they’d drop our asses off in Dallas with our grandparents.
After a long weekend they’d subsequently fetch us, hungover and
sunburned, bearing voodoo dolls from the French Market. My dad
would play the Nevilles’ Yellow Moon, with all that spooky reverb on
the horns, point at the speakers, and proclaim that that’s what music
sounded like in New Orleans, sound waves ricocheting off the old
buildings, their rough edges swallowed by the humidity. It made a
tremendous impression. For me, at seven or whatever years old, it was
like, damn! Wow! I want to go there.
So, fifteen or so years later, my dad and I are finally driving in for
my first time, and the city skyline appears above a flaming fucking
lake! People always say this about coming to New Orleans for the
first time, but it really, palpably felt like the end of the line, the end
of the world. Like rolling into hell itself, but a hell more of ancient
Greece than Christendom, a hell infinitely more fun than heaven, a
smoldering underworld of fire and water.
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Back to The Big Dream. To be clear, it transpired a few years after
that first trip with my dad, exactly three nights before formally moving
to the city. In the dream, I’m driving into town over the burning
expanse of Lake Pontchartrain all over again, but this time, instead
of my dad, it’s my old friend Nate in the passenger seat. I’m talking
animatedly, drumming on the steering wheel, all excited to show him
the city. The 50’s R&B show on WWOZ is blaring from the radio,
so in dream time it must’ve been a Tuesday or Wednesday night,
sometime between seven and ten.
I’m feeling this growing sense of lawlessness and comic levity,
something I’ve always felt on my way into town. Even when you’re
only coming in from the airport, it feels like a weight has been
lifted and you’re leaving the rest of America behind. The feeling of
irreverence peaks beneath the neon sign for Faux Pax Prints, right on
the Orleans parish line, just before you round the bend in the highway
at the enormous flood water pumps. The choreography is too good to
be true. All at once, the skyline suddenly appears, you cross into the
city proper, and you’re surrounded on both sides by the cities of the
dead.
But again, I’m getting ahead of myself. In the dream, Nate and
I are still thirty minutes outside of town. We’re floating down that
otherworldly elevated causeway, the flaming lake dark and shimmering
outside the open windows. I continually nudge the volume of the
music up so it’s audible over the wind and humid air, pontificating
about the glories of the city, gesticulating so floridly that I swerve
a little out of my lane. No big deal. People don’t really get moving
violations in New Orleans. The cops have bigger fish to fry.
As the miles wore on, the headlights of other cars gradually
disappeared, and soon it became clear why. Ahead was an enormous
break in the causeway, dimly illuminated by the flickering swamp. It
looked like a bomb had blown a hole in the road the length of several
football fields. I took my foot off the gas and coasted to a stop a stone’s
throw from the edge. We got out of the car and walked over to the
chasm. In real life, our reaction to something so uncanny would have
been hysterical, but in the dream, we surveyed it nonchalantly, as one
might when appraising a used car in a dealer’s lot. An expanse of black
water and intermittent flames separated us from the continuation of
the highway far on the other side.
After some brief, casual deliberation, as though it was simply the
natural thing to do, I shrugged and jumped in, fully clothed. This
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occurred in a manner so casual that it could have only been within a
dream. Treading water, I goaded my far more reluctant and pragmatic
friend into joining me. After he did, he resurfaced spasmodically,
gasping for air. Once he leveled himself out, we started across the
chasm, Nate kind of doggy paddling, me in a poor imitation of a
freestyle. After another minute or two, Nate went under. It was almost
as if he was being pulled, but somehow I had a sense that this was
less an alligator dragging him into the depths and more of a panic
reaction. I urged him onward, but he was done. In the dream, the
causeway wasn’t nearly as high above the water as it is in real life,
so he was able to pull himself back up onto the concrete, breathing
heavily, dripping wet. I continued treading water while trying to
convince him to get back in, but to no avail.
I shrugged again and continued swimming to the other side. Once
there, I suppose I vaguely intended to walk into the city on foot.
This, of course, is preposterous — not only were we many, many miles
outside of the city, but in real life, the water is variously filled with
gators, snakes, and notoriously aggressive bull sharks. At the time,
I had only a Yankee’s vague, cartoonish dread of swamps. I’d learn
much later that much of what I was swimming in was rainwater from
the drains of New Orleans, pumped out at a rate of as much as tenthousand gallons an hour, simply because it has nowhere else to go.
Though we call it Lake Pontchartrain, it’s more like an immense
brackish mud puddle, merely twelve to fourteen feet deep on average,
perpetually lying in wait to re-flood the city all over again.
After a few minutes of swimming, I realized I had vastly
underestimated the distance before me. I paused, treading water,
considering whether to continue or turn back. Then, with another
shrug, I gave up as matter-of-factly as I had jumped in. I made my way
back to where Nate was still drying off, pulled myself up next to him,
and caught my breath. After a few minutes of rest and staring wistfully
across the silent chasm, we loped back to the car, turned it around,
and started back to town the other way, the long way, orbiting the
shore of the lake into the city. Then I woke up.
The Big Dream itself was rooted in the inevitable enchantment
of that first real-life trip to the city with my dad. New Orleans was
the grand finale of a music-centric road trip down Highway 61, the
mythical highway of the blues and the crossroads, via Memphis and
Clarksdale. After traversing the actual flaming lake into the city, we
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maneuvered our way into the French Quarter. By some miracle we
parked on lower Decatur street, the last part of the neighborhood
that’s somehow managed to retain some of its former bohemian edge.
We ate at some dumb, overpriced tourist trap off of Bourbon whose
name I can’t recall. It was late October, peak Halloween season, and
everything was decked out. Orange light seemed to beckon from every
doorway, like a red light district establishing shot from a movie about
pirates.
The next day, we got lost in City Park and caught in a sudden
downpour. When we finally found our way out of the park to a stop
for the Esplanade Avenue bus, we were thoroughly drenched. The sun
reappeared the moment the bus arrived. I still think Esplanade is the
most beautiful street in the country, and my first glimpse of it was in
a goddamn sun shower. I had never soberly experienced such vivid
colors in my life. Coming from our bleak, grayish, decrepit corner
of post-industrial northwestern Indiana, and having never left the
United States, the whole thing just completely flipped my midwestern
wig. In less than twenty-four hours, it was a foregone conclusion that I
was moving, imminently.
And indeed, a few months later, I came back down for Mardi Gras
and hung around for a few months. I was trying to make it happen
by any means, but without an earthly clue how. I stayed with family
friends in Lakeview, a quiet mid-twentieth century suburb and perhaps
the least New Orleans-y part of New Orleans. This was two years after
Katrina. Lakeview sits directly beneath the same lake of my dream,
and had been thoroughly inundated by it. Water lines were still on
houses everywhere, and would be for some time.
I spent most of my time walking around the pretty streets across
town, utterly lost. I was pronouncing Tremé “Treem” and Marigny
“Muh-rig-nee,” walking around my own future neighborhood
entirely lost. I’d hang out at Cafe du Monde at night, when it feels
and smells like purgatory, lonely, writing sporadically in longhand.
I saw the Rebirth Brass Band for the first time in Old Metairie — the
stuffiest, least likely place to have the slide end of a trombone nearly
hitting your face as someone blows their ass off immediately before
you. During carnival I sought out the Mardi Gras Indians, thinking
the whole tradition was still elusive and shrouded in secrecy, and
photographed this Spy Boy, runny-nosed and delirious. To this day it
still feels like an inverted mirror of myself taking in the city for the
first time.
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The weather warmed. I failed to secure even a lowly bar-back gig
at some heinous, cursed, long-gone club in the touristy part of the
Quarter. When I ran out of money, I reluctantly crept back up north.
The day I left to really and truly move to New Orleans was a little
under two years later. Tulane, with the coffers of their Latin American
Studies department still overflowing with money bequeathed to them
by the United Fruit Company during the Cold War, paid me twothousand dollars a month to write a master’s thesis about Brazilian
music. It was less a stepping stone to a solid future than a reasonably
pragmatic way to weather the recession and an excellent excuse to
move to the city. On the anniversary of Katrina I left Chicago and my
girlfriend of four years crying in the rearview mirror, stopped again in
Memphis, and started class the next day.
For the first ten or so nights I stayed alone in my friend’s squalid,
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windowless apartment on the prettiest part of St. Charles Avenue,
just below Washington. He was living in sin across town with his
girlfriend, the daughter of my previous hosts in Lakeview, before they
got married. There were a few folding tailgate chairs, a bed, a single
window occupied by a gargantuan antique metal air conditioner,
and a confederation of cockroaches beneath the stove — small ones,
indicative of a Real Infestation.
During the first two weeks of class, I went around with realtors
looking for a place to live. Day after day, my discouragement mounted
as they ferried me to a succession of small, dank places at prices
inflated for wealthy, oblivious Yankee undergraduates. It was deep
summer, when the cicadas are deafening and the humidity is visible
as mist even in broad daylight. After a particularly fruitless afternoon
with an agent whose car reeked of hairspray, I sulked back into my
miserable hovel, changed out of a sweaty t-shirt for the third time
that day, slid a frozen Red Baron pizza into the stove, slumped into
a tailgate chair, and refreshed the Craigslist classifieds. There, at the
very top, was a blurry, crooked, under-exposed photo of the facade of
what would become my home.
If I only had a screenshot of it or something! The ad was two or
three sentences of text, all-caps: in retrospect, clearly the handiwork
of Morgan, my landlord’s “boyfriend” of forty-plus years. I called and
they said they were home and could walk me through the place now
if I could make it. I unwittingly left the pizza to burn in the oven
and raced straight back out the door into the twilight, suddenly
reenergized.
Somehow I don’t remember my first interaction with Debby, my
future landlord. In fact, I’m not sure if they were actually even there.
They may have left for dinner, or remained next door and left the
place unlocked so I could walk around in the emptiness alone. Maybe
Debby warily followed me around at a slight distance. It is insane
to me that my memories of this momentous occasion are so vague,
except for the late twilight fading from pink to blue as I walked
through the rooms for the first time. The house was built in 1884,
had beautiful wood floors, brick fireplaces, mismatched chandeliers, a
little brick patio shaded by an enormous live oak, and a classic, gossipconducive front porch. The price was considerably less than I had
been paying for a drab studio in Chicago. It took all of five minutes
before I told them I wanted it. The only thing I really remember
clearly, and will never forget, is walking alone through the empty
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rooms in that twilight.
Despite my hasty verbal commitment, I wasn’t quite 100%. I
generally don’t pull the trigger on things quickly. I also had delusions
of finding some candy-colored 1870’s shotgun with decorative awning
brackets for the same price. And sure enough, something along those
lines popped up on Craigslist by the time I got back to my room on
St. Charles, where the charred pizza now looked like cooling magma
as it smoked in the oven. The next morning, I went down to Euterpe
Street to check the other place out. The homeowners who might
have been my first New Orleans landlords were a friendly couple from
Rhode Island in their late 30’s, a sign of things to come. Many like
them — like me — would come to the city in droves in the subsequent
years. The place itself was a little more expensive and significantly
farther from school, but more in line with my fantasies: candycolored, a decade or so older, in the middle of a hallucinatory block
composed mostly of white, towering, mostly-abandoned crackhouseadjacent Victorians. My view across the street would have resembled
a Michalopolous painting, but appealingly shadier. The city’s changed
so much since. To this day I still have trouble locating the precise
block.
I called Debby back, waffling. I told her I needed another day to
think it over. She was all: whoa whoa, you have competition now;
take it or leave it. Of course, I took it. I didn’t have much to move in.
I had driven down from Indiana in an aging, air conditioner-less red
Ford Explorer filled mostly with music stuff: three crates of records,
two large speakers, an amp and turntable, a computer, cymbals,
an acoustic nylon-stringed guitar, and a small leaky air mattress. I
set up the stereo on the floor immediately, ordered three imitation
Persian carpets at a steep discount from some long-defunct online
rug wholesaler, and came outside to sit on the steps of my chairless
front porch at sunset to drink a beer. It was almost certainly an Abita
Amber, to accentuate the feeling that I’d made it. Nowadays, of course,
I’m a little too cool for Abita Amber. Unless it’s free.
Across the street, in a pool of streetlight, was who I would come to
know as Jett, a kind-of nouvelle-creole girl with Choctaw, Spanish,
Irish, and African in her blood. She was skillfully and energetically
hula-hooping to whatever was playing in her headphones, wearing
daisy dukes and a white halter top three sizes too small. By now she’s
moved to California to trim weed, has grown full-on dreads, and is
vegan skinny. But on that first night, she was sporting a full afro and
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love handles, sweating in the way people in music videos sweat, where
it actually looks sultry. She was maybe eighteen and on a substantial
dose of LSD, but I wouldn’t learn that until a few weeks later.
Mesmerized, I said nothing, finished the beer, went back inside, and
spent the next four hours in a rampage of cleaning and unpacking.
Afterwards, when I came back outside for another beer, she was still
out there in the darkness beneath that streetlamp, hula hooping with
the same impossible drug-addled verve, suderosa.
When I woke the next morning and stepped back outside,
there was a Yorkie running around on the steeply-pitched secondstory roof of the ramshackle turquoise creole cottage on the opposite
corner, barking its little ass off. It looked like the tornado from The
Wizard of Oz had blown Toto himself up there. Before long I would
learn the perfectly logical explanation: the owners could put the
dog on the back of the roof from an inconspicuous rear second-floor
balcony, from which it could then run up and over the top, where it
was free to harangue squirrels, other dogs, and human passerby from
an unassailable height. But from the vantage of my front porch and
the rest of the block, he may as well have floated up there. It seemed
like a confirmation of some kind. This kind of hilarious surreality was
precisely what I’d come for. I’d really Made It.
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